Photo report V19:
Project WIAP-KFKOK Vietnam,
"Education for every one" Secondary school of
southeast area mechanics and electricity at Thien
Tan commune. Created: 01/13/2012
Saigon, Iris and HP Widmer

Photo 3: We think if we take seriously each apprentice, give
them the confidence that they are very good.

Photo 1: Our 21 A and 25 B apprentices (46 total) must
make this time a large amount of tests.
Photo 4: There are many trainees who work on homemade
tables, then later the weight of her table to work out
exactly to the gram. And they can do it? Our goal is that all
the correspondence between theory and practice in their
blood when they have finished the lesson.

Photo 2: This case, for example, outline of 3 pages by hand,
without a ruler.

Photo 5: Severe School with regard to practice. This time,
No. 1 draw freehand, elevation, floor plan and site plan.
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Photo 6: Here we have opened the room 5, where all the
goods which were in the container No. 8 was stored. Now
we unpack. At the back of the cardboard boxes the more
than 200 000 face masks.

Photo 7: The apprentices in the time when we were not in
Vietnam, not worked intensively on the two vertical lathes
WIAP DM 2V on. But now it's starting again.

Print Screen 9: Here is the testimony, Director Bang and we
make together. The grades are determined according to our
system with 20 points maximum. Minimum 12 points are
necessary, that you get a diploma for the teaching passed
on to us.

Print Screen 10: We give the certificate to the trainees.
Signed by Director Bang, Vietnam Ministry of Agriculture
and by us.

Photo 8: On second Monday when we were in Vietnam,
the teacher invited us. Director Bang on the left and on
right, our coordinator Hieu Le Tung was among them.
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Photo 11: The day before, our coordinator Tung Le Hieu
and Iris and Hans-Peter Widmer, meets the chairmen of
Dong Nai province, Mr. Dinh Quoc Thai. We have agreed to
give the 216 000 pieces of face masks we have in our
school. The General Director of Dong Nai hospital Phan Huy
Anh was there also.

Photo 14: Almost all the apprentices we have gathered to
make a photo. In the middle, the people from the hospital,
Dong Nai.

Print Screen 15: This is the delivery confirmation for 216
000 face masks
Photo 12: Here we load the face masks (6 m/3) paid by the
company Biola, Switzerland and 13 case of bandages
(0.6 m/3) fromg "Helpingman" Zofingen, Switzerland.

Photo 16: The Helpingman from Zofingen has besides many
others, some office supplies given. This may very well be
needed in the school. The apprentices have great pleasure
in sorting.
Photo 13: They had to load up on the roof that there was
room on the bus.
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Photo 17: On the New Year we have the apprentices of
group A given 1 million dong (50 CHF) and the apprentices
from group B, every 20 000 dong (10 CHF)

Photo 18: There are always three apprentices had to check
the amount and then sign it.

Photo 19: The 3 Camau apprentices we have paid for the
bus ride, that they could go home on the "TET". One way
cost: 220 000 dong, so we gave them each 700 000 Dong.

Photo 20: We asked them to bring some bandages and face
masks in there’s poor province. There's a medical station,
where they live. We gave them 4 with boxed goods.

Foto21: It was 13:30h. 15:00 h they left and went off their
bus.

Photo 22: Our 3 drilling machines. The median is the new
that we brought from Switzerland. Specifically for
cut thread. These we bought in Ricardo CHF / USD 800, -.
The trainees have good refurbished. Machine type Coradi
Spain
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Photo 23: we bought this old milling machine in Ricardo.
Because on the bottom sticks out a spindle, we had to
make a stand, that the machine is approximately 250mm
above ground. For us it is important that the trainees learn:
even with older machines can live with that.

Photo 24: For nearly 3000 USD, we have brought steel and
sheet metal from Switzerland. It is a bit tedious to drive
around in Saigon to buy goods, we have bought in
Switzerland.

Photo 25: Even the round material stand we took from
Switzerland. Plastic and 6 square much material

Photo 26: He might be our smallest apprentice in the B
group. Rear panel where you can it’s for a training place
with control CNC SINUMERIK 810.

Photo 27: The whole transport material we brought from
Switzerland.

Photo 28: Now we can transport material with two racks,
have much better order. It is important that the trainees
learn to live with good order.
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Photo 29: The big wrench to wrench size 90, we have in
Vietnam in the school.

Photo 32: How the crane is hung up, it was a
great mystery to the teachers and trainees.

Photo 33: Here we have bought in the center of Saigon
large sturdy wheels for our 2 ton crane. A piece cost 700
000 dong (30, - USD)
Photo 30: Today on the last day of school operation before
the holidays our chief teacher Robinson.

Photo 31: Here we add the 2 ton crane to be able to
decrease by mass. We will make a useful, good drawing for
the new crane.

Photo 34: Everything what is blank, the apprentices had to
now with an oil-rich former fat mixture and cover with oil
paper.
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Photo 35: Even our camp in the assembly has been painted
against rust.

Photo 36: The bolts store and measurement tools
was made lockable. We will try to give two apprentices
responsibility for the camp. There is a computer with the
warehouse management on Excel.

Photo 38: So now is only filler and a lot of folders in the
room. Which can only be cleared when the frame in the
area of the construction is finished.

Photo 39: This frame is stripped, because it has a few small
repairs needed. But then we make the same two frames.
The good thing: make themselves, make mistakes, makes
nothing, the only way for learning think ahead.

Photo 37: Now is finished externally with the goods to get
out of.
Photo 40: The two long racks in the electrical room are
ready too.
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Photo 41: The construction is also getting better and better.
The benches and tables, "Made in Vietnam" are (from us)
and they did not even wiggle.
Photo 44: These are pieces of metal of our expansion plant
WIAP LC05. The last few weeks, the apprentices turned
scrap and we have told the head teacher Robinson, that it is
no longer allowed. If we do something, we only make
products that can be used. You can make 5 or 10 units LC5.
Vices for other educational workshops. Even wheelchairs
can make it, but no products that can not be used.

Photo 42: We got nice new computers from the Basel
economic development agency. Very well, thank you. They
are the nicest and greatest that we have now in school.
The wheelchair in the rear, is included in our project.

Photo 45: Here is a generator we were able to buy in
Switzerland in Ricardo for a few hundred francs with 400
volts. 6,5 kW.

Photo 43: All of our drawings, many of our large lathes,
vertical lathe, the gantry loader and the many conversions
were wrapped with oil paper. Unfortunately, the roof is not
very tight and sometimes it rained.
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Photo 46: In our office closet are many measuring tools.
There are many thousands of francs for measuring
equipment in our school, with which you can only teach
and work, if you have them.

Photo 49: Today is 13/01/2012 and the 23/01/2012 is the
big "TET" festival (New Year) in Vietnam. We have
apprentices, which coming about 2000 km from here. That
they can go home, we conclude that a week before the
"TET", the school, so that all trainees have time to come
home.

Photo 47: Our tap collection.
Photo 50: This should be the new document frame.
Unfortunately we have to dismantle it after the holidays
again. It must be made chances. We want that the drawings
are sent to approve.

Photo 48: Before the "TET" we have covered our office
place against the dust.
.

Photo 51: Here we drink beer before going home. Everyone
will have fun and they say thank you to us.
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Photo 52:. Again raise the beer can and a Prost. Until next
year for them now we hattten already a few days ago.
Regulation Vietnam:
TET:
First day in New year: with their parents (2012 = 23.1.)
Second New Year's day at the in-laws
Third New Year’s day visit the teacher.
(A few want to visit us!)
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